Acoustic properties of Kel F-800 copolymer up to 85 GPa.
Acoustic properties of the fluorinated copolymer Kel F-800 were determined with Brillouin spectroscopy up to pressures of 85 GPa at 300 K. This research addresses outstanding issues in high-pressure polymer behavior, as to date the acoustic properties and equation of state of any polymer have not been determined above 20 GPa. We observed both longitudinal and transverse modes in all pressure domains, allowing us to calculate the C(11) and C(12) moduli, bulk, shear, and Young's moduli, and the density of Kel F-800 as a function of pressure. We found the behavior of the polymer with respect to all parameters to change drastically with pressure. As a result, we find that the data are best understood when split into two pressure regimes. At low pressures (less than ∼5 GPa), analysis of the room temperature isotherm with a semi-empirical equation of state yielded a zero-pressure bulk modulus K(o) and its derivative K(0) (') of 12.8 ± 0.8 GPa and 9.6 ± 0.7, respectively. The same analysis for the higher pressure data yielded values for K(o) and K(0) (') of 34.9 ± 1.7 GPa and 5.1 ± 0.1, respectively. We discuss this significant difference in behavior with reference to the concept of effective free volume collapse.